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Foreword by UKCCSRC Board Chairman, Jeremy Carey 
The funding decision on the CCS demonstration competition process in November was a disappointing and 
unforeseen setback for UK CCS. However, despite this the underlying importance of CCS to the UK 
generation sector and the UK economy has actually been growing in recent months.  

Firstly the Paris CO21 agreement gave the same prominence to “removals by sinks” as to emissions 
reduction, stating the ambition is to achieve “balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and 
removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in the second half of this century”.  

 Secondly there have been several reminders that the UK security of supply is under stress, with a number 
of coal plant closure announcements and warnings from National Grid around tight generation margins in 
winter 16/17 amid signs (e.g. Fiddler’s Ferry closure) that the capacity market will urgently need to be 
modified to drive new power plant investment.  

Thirdly, there are renewed concerns across almost all stakeholders about how soon and in what quantity 
new nuclear power plants can be built in the UK.  

The Committee on Climate Change’s 5th Carbon Budget scenario expects the power sector to shoulder 
most of the UK’s decarbonisation burden in the 2020s, with CCS rolled out from 2025 before rapid 
deployment in the 2030s. ETI ESME modelling shows that a ten year delay in CCS deployment will cost ~ £1-
2bn per year from 2020 onwards and that a ‘no CCS’ scenario will raise the cost of meeting the legally 
binding 2050 80% emissions reduction target by more than 2% of GDP every year – and the ETI could not 
find a package of alternative generation technologies, including the use of electricity storage, that could 
adequately meet 24/365 electricity demand.  

There are currently frequent assertions that CCS is “too expensive” with surprisingly specific figures quoted 
for £/MWhr. CCS is technically proven in many locations around the world and the main factors affecting 
£/MWhr estimates are mostly insensitive to technology – for example the duration of the demonstration 
project, the price of gas and the perceived risk (especially political risk) which affects the cost of capital. The 
conclusion is that CCS is already proven to be technically viable and that it could be made commercially 
viable – if freed from the constraints inherent in a demonstration competition and supported by the public 
sector in a way that investors perceive to be low risk.   

Changes to the existing mechanisms in the electricity market – including the ‘CCS Levy’ - could be adopted 
and there are potentially significant benefits from collaboration between market players to dilute capital at 
risk. There are also interesting ways to fund a dedicated CO2 transport and storage operator. 

This report was generated following a meeting between public sector bodies, private sector companies and 
UK researchers assembled to discuss “A new start for CCS” and to examine what needed to be done in the 
absence of the demonstration competition to “deliver the level of CCS defined in the Committee on Climate 
Change’s 5th Carbon Budget”.  

The workshop identified both interesting challenges to be overcome (such as the way UK carbon 
accounting rules mean that ‘officially’ reported UK emissions will be unchanged by power sector 
decarbonisation, no matter how deep) and some interesting potential solutions (such as the similarity 
between the challenge of transport and storage infrastructure funding and offshore grid infrastructure 
funding). 

The report makes a number of recommendations to address identified challenges. It’s important these are 
followed up as CCS remains the only technology for creating large scale anthropogenic CO2 sinks and is 
critical to affordable, low carbon and secure supplies of electricity in the UK, as well as to decarbonisation 
in industry and other sectors.   
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Delivering Cost Effective CCS in the 2020s – a new start 

A group consisting of private sector companies, public sector bodies, and UK researchers was brought 
together by the UKCCSRC in a meeting on 16 February 2016 to identify and address actions that need to be 
taken in order to deliver a CCS based decarbonisation option for the UK in line with recommendations 
made by the Committee on Climate Change (i.e. 4-7GW of power CCS plus ~3MtCO2/yr of industry CCS by 
2030).  

Conclusions Reached & Proposed Actions  
(With responsibilities and timelines TBD; it was recognised that activities in a number of these areas are 
being, or are planned to be, undertaken by other organisations/groups) 

No. Conclusion Proposed Action 
1.1 The impact of ‘net carbon’ accounting on the 

(future) actions of stakeholders requires 
detailed analysis. 

Review the existing thinking on net carbon 
accounting in the UK context. Extend if required 
and relate to actions that stakeholders are likely to 
take. 

1.2 The ‘net carbon’ method of carbon accounting 
is not fully understood amongst a number of 
stakeholders and action should be taken to 
communicate this to them. 

Canvas stakeholders in order to understand their 
knowledge, and develop appropriate 
communication materials where required.  

2.1 The availability of CCS mitigates the risk of 
new nuclear capacity not being delivered in 
time for the rapid decarbonisation called for 
by the CCC in the 2020s.  

Build on existing ETI analysis to quantify the level 
and type of benefits that accrue from availability of 
a CCS option under differing nuclear delivery 
scenarios. 

2.2 There is significant financial penalty for the UK 
if a CCS option is not available for deployment 
– this could be >2% GDP by 2050. 

Review whether further analysis is required 
beyond that already independently provided by 
e.g. CCC and ETI. 

3.1 Strategic advice is required on the location of 
transport and storage infrastructure. 

Execute a project involving (all) relevant 
stakeholders in order to access the combination of 
inputs that is required to develop such advice. 

4.1 Further proving of geographically grouped 
storage options must be undertaken. 

Progress options to prove, for example, Southern 
North Sea storage locations 

4.2 Commercial structures that separate storage, 
transport (and possibly capture), from power 
generation and manufacturing must be 
established 

This could be a National Carbon Storage Authority 
or a regulated (regional?) monopoly.  The need has 
been recognised in the recent Energy and Climate 
Change Committee report so there may be a 
response to that. A working group to review and 
progress options would be timely.   

5.1 A programme of work is required to 
determine whether dispatchable power can 
be offered from a plant linked to a CCS 
system. 

Review available information and arrange for 
additional work if necessary 

5.2 In order to sufficiently reduce commercial 
risks a new funding model paradigm must be 
developed and deployed. 

See also 4.2 above. The need has been recognised 
in the recent Energy and Climate Change 
Committee report so there may be a response to 
that. A working group to review and progress 
options would be timely.   
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6.1 An investigation is required into the maximum 
build rate and maximum investment rate that 
is achievable in the period 2020 – 2030 and 
beyond. 

Review existing work (e.g. by CCC). Instigate a 
working group involving power, construction, and 
finance sector members. 

6.2 CCS is a proven low carbon option that will 
reduce the overall risk associated with 
meeting CCC generation carbon targets 
compared with the alternative options of 
flexible nuclear or large scale electricity 
storage.  

Collate, document and publish supporting evidence 
through appropriate communication channels. 

6.3 The case for CCS as part of the UK’s energy 
system remains strong but this message is not 
being communicated effectively to key 
stakeholders. 

Develop and execute a strategic communication 
plan. 

 

Attendees (* Co-chairs) 
Bruce Adderley – UKCCSRC 
Fay Campbell – UKCCSRC 
Andrew Cavanagh – Statoil (by teleconference) 
Jeremy Carey* - 42 Technology Limited 
Den Gammer – Energy Technology Institute 
Jon Gibbins* – UKCCSRC (University of Sheffield) 
Stuart Hazeldine – UKCCSRC, SCCS (University of Edinburgh) 
Eric Ling – Committee on Climate Change 
Ciara O’Connor - UKCCSRC 
Jonathan Pearce – British Geological Survey 
Jonathan Slater – Doosan 
Colin Snape – University of Nottingham 
Eva Stepniewska – Department of Energy and Climate Change 
James Watt – Amec Foster Wheeler 

Additional comments were also received from stakeholders with relevant experience who were unable to 
attend the meeting.  These are marked as follows+.  

Agenda** 
0. Mission for the Day 
1. Committee on Climate Change’s recommendations for 2020-2030  
2. Energy Technologies Institute analysis of CCS in the UK energy system  
3. Overview of future UK CO2 sources, transport and storage  
4. Developing storage sites prior to deployment 
5. Scope for cost reduction in capture technologies in the 2020s and commercial issues 
6. Open discussion - Delivering cost effective CCS in the 2020s 
 

** Items 1-5:  introductory presentation followed by group discussion  
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Summary of Discussions 

0. Mission for the Day 
A discussion was held to confirm the focus of the meeting and the output that was being sought. It was 
concluded that the latter was actions that the group believed needed to be taken in order to answer the 
following question: 

“Starting afresh what would need to be done in order to deliver the level of CCS defined in the 
5th Carbon Budget by the CCC?” 

 
1. Committee on Climate Change’s recommendations for 2020-2030 
The introductory presentation outlined recommendations regarding the 5th Carbon Budget by the 
Committee on Climate Change (CCC), on the route into meeting the UK’s 2050 decarbonisation target, and 
how CCS is placed within that context. All sectors must play their part in delivering decarbonisation, each at 
a different rate through to 2050, and with the power sector ‘working the hardest’ in the period up to 2030. 
Beyond the latter time horizon those sectors that will be more difficult to decarbonise must begin to make 
significant contributions, but the availability at this time of CCS as a decarbonisation option both reduces 
the demand on such sectors and minimizes the overall cost of decarbonisation. 

However, CCS requires the availability of significant infrastructure  and it is for this reason that it cannot 
just be ‘switched on’ in 2030, but must be increasingly rolled out from 2025 onwards, thereby enabling 
rapid deployment in the 2030s. Scenario modelling carried out by the CCC concludes that 4-7GW of power 
CCS plus ~3MtCO2/yr of industry CCS will be required by 2030 if sufficient supply capacity is to be 
developed (to meet their recommended carbon reduction pathway). This work, alongside additional 
investigation of cost reduction options, and a current expectation of relatively low natural gas prices for an 
extended period points towards CCS on gas-fired power stations being the lowest cost route (<£100/MWhr 
and comparable with other power decarbonisation options). Opportunities for industrial CCS should also be 
taken as they arise. 

Discussion concerning the carbon budget(s) and targets highlighted the fact that [the UK’s] emissions are 
calculated using the following formula: 

[UK] Net carbon account = [UK] ETS cap + [UK] emissions in the non-traded sector 

As a consequence of this, action in the traded sector does not affect officially reported UK emissions, and 
so does not act as a key performance indicator that will drive policy towards decarbonisation of either 
power or energy intensive industry emissions. 

Conclusion 1.1 The impact of ‘net carbon’ accounting on the (future) actions of stakeholders 
requires detailed analysis. 

Conclusion 1.2 The ‘net carbon’ method of carbon accounting is not fully understood amongst a 
number of stakeholders and action should be taken to communicate this to them. 

It is also not clear how an increased emissions reduction target at the EU level, and post COP21 in Paris, 
would be translated into action within the [UK’s] power and industrial sectors. The CCC acknowledges this 
and is working to understand what the implications will be. 

Focusing on development and deployment of the required supply chain capacity, the group discussed the 
proposal that the requirement is not now for demonstration [of technology], but delivery [of commercial 
plant]. Only this will drive CCS down the required cost curve. In all likelihood such [capture] plants would 
therefore be based on a small number of technologies. Transport and storage infrastructure would need to 
be shared. 
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2. Energy Technology Institute Analysis of CCS in the UK Energy System  
Following cancellation of the CCS commercialization competition, and in order to provide evidence to the 
recent Energy and Climate Change Committee (ECCC) inquiry into CCS, the Energy Technology Institute (ETI) 
has deployed its Energy System Modelling Environment (ESME) to compare three scenarios: 

• Baseline - CCS demonstration project(s) started 2015-2020 and ‘Phase 2’ projects follow 
• 10 year delay - Demonstrations not started until 2025-30 (so 2020s ‘dash for renewables’), again 

followed by GW scale CCS roll-out  
• No CCS – CCS does not become available as a decarbonisation option in the UK 

The ESME model cost optimizes the UK energy system thereby delivering information on the levels of 
unabated/abated fossil power, nuclear, renewable energy, energy storage, etc., that is required under any 
given scenario. Separate model(s) are then run to check that, for example, dispatchable power 
requirements can be met. A ten year delay in deployment of CCS is found to result in a very significant rise 
in the requirement for renewable energy and would cost an extra £1-2bn/yr from the 2020s. In the ‘no CCS’ 
scenario costs rise to 2% of UK GDP per year and the analysis could not be resolved at the dispatch 
modelling level which might cause additional costs via Demand Side Management (DSM). 

In all cases the group was concerned about the required rate of delivery of new nuclear power plant, 
especially given the current concerns over Hinckley Point and the [relatively low] technology readiness level 
of small modular reactors (SMRs). By way of comparison it was also understood that a ‘no nuclear’ scenario 
does not significantly raise costs as the alternatives are not greatly more expensive. If such a delay occurs it 
was agreed that the net effect would be a requirement for more fossil-fuelled power plant (most probably 
gas). In turn, if these were not deployed with CCS then large purchases of emission allowances would be 
required in order to meet carbon targets. 

Conclusion 2.1 The availability of CCS mitigates the risk of new nuclear capacity not being 
delivered in time for the rapid electricity sector decarbonisation called for by the 
CCC in the 2020s. 

Conclusion 2.2 Irrespective of nuclear availability, there is significant financial penalty for the UK if 
CCS options are not available for deployment – this could be >2% GDP by 2050. 

 
Further discussion highlighted additional points of significance: 

I. In all scenarios development of CO2 storage capacity is of value (and hence ETI will continue their 
work in this area). 

II. Policy and commercial structures need to be developed that will facilitate deployment of CCS at 
industrial point sources. 

III. Loss of the demonstration of CCS on a gas-fired power plant (because other global markets are 
unlikely to demonstrate gas CCS while they are still using coal) was considered by the group to be a 
detrimental aspect of the cancellation of the DECC Commercialisation Programme Peterhead 
project, and hence new routes must be found to achieve this (through activity both in the UK and 
with international partners).  

IV. Demonstrating natural gas CCS could also have ancillary benefits in terms of 
deliverability/investability of new unabated gas, e.g. see UKERC report1+. 

                                                           
1 http://www.wbs.ac.uk/wbs2012/assets/PDF/downloads/press/gas-report.pdf; McGlade et al, The future role of 
natural gas in the UK, February 2016, UKERC/RR/RV/2016/01 

http://www.wbs.ac.uk/wbs2012/assets/PDF/downloads/press/gas-report.pdf
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3. Overview of Future UK CO2 Sources Transport and Storage 
Information was presented on: 

a. UK power plant developments that have successfully applied for a Section 36 permit 
b. UK CO2 point sources (power and industry), and potential storage locations that have been 

identified via a number of studies over the last decade 
 
Discussion of these raised the following points: 

I. There are a limited number of UK regions where the logic exists for clusters of point sources to 
utilize common transport infrastructure 

II. There are a limited number of beach crossing locations that can be accessed to transport CO2 
offshore by pipeline 

III. The Southern North Sea (Bunter) and Central North Sea (Captain Corridor) are currently the most 
logical areas in which to establish storage infrastructure 

IV. A number of the plants with Section 36 permits fall outside of the above criteria 
 

Conclusion 3.1 A study is required that can deliver strategic advice on the location(s) of transport 
and storage infrastructure to the UK Government / the National Infrastructure 
Commission. 

 
 
4. Developing Storage Sites Prior to Deployment 
The outcome of analysis by the British Geological Survey (BGS) of over 500 potential storage sites was 
presented. These sites have been scored and ranked against technical and commercial criteria (separately). 
Both cases evidence that there is very likely to be sufficient storage available in UK waters to support 
decades of sequestration from a number of EU countries (and potentially even further afield). There is 
however a need to prove such capacity, i.e. to go well beyond that investigated for the Commercialization 
Programme projects, in order to deliver ‘clusters’ of stores for risk mitigation purposes. 

Building from this, the group discussed the likely form of a commercial vehicle that could be used to realise 
storage clusters. There was agreement that transport and storage would need to be within its remit, but 
serious consideration was also given as to whether it should also undertake the capture of CO2. In the latter 
case this would: 

a. Mean that power and industry emitters would not have to take responsibility for CO2 capture, 
which they consider to be a high risk activity as it is not their area of expertise and (generally) they 
do not have the capital available 

b. Mean that ‘chain’ risks all lie with the same commercial vehicle which would then more easily be 
able to control the risks as potential conflicts arise between the capture, transport and storage 
elements of the chain. 

It was recognized by the group that options to ship CO2 from the West Coast of the UK, or to store CO2 in 
the Irish Sea, need to be investigated in more depth to ensure that these areas are not cut off from a 
storage option. 

Conclusion 4.1 Further proving of geographically grouped storage options must be undertaken. 

Conclusion 4.2 Commercial structures that separate storage, transport (and possibly capture), 
from power generation and manufacturing must be established. 
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5. Scope for Cost Reduction in Capture Technologies in the 2020s and Commercial Issues 
A view of the cost of gas CCS was presented that was broken down into its major constituents. Whilst cost 
reductions in capture technology will be achieved (principally through deployment learning – also see 
above), both the cost of gas and the cost of capital significantly impact on the price per MWhr that can be 
delivered. For example it was illustrated how both a change in gas price from 35p/therm to 100p/therm or 
a change in the cost of capital from 8% (for NOAK plant) to 15% (for FOAK plant) can move the price per 
MWhr by over £50. Gas prices could move during the life of any given project. 

Discussion therefore turned to whether £/MWhr is the correct metric for flexible dispatchable forms of 
generation or whether, for example, whole life cost should be the key criteria (and/or other metrics for 
valuing electricity market services+). In line with this thinking consideration by the group was therefore 
given to understanding whether it will be possible to combine CCS with the provision of dispatchable 
power. Should this be the case then it was envisaged that early (in their life) gas-fired CCS plants would 
provide baseload, later moving on to provide dispatchable power. 

Conclusion 5.1 A programme of work is required to determine how dispatchable power can best 
be offered from a NGCC+PCC plant linked to a CCS system. 

Consideration was then given to how such a proposition could be commercialized. The discussion 
highlighted that the loss of government funding had turned out to be the biggest risk for the 
commercialization projects, and therefore that mechanisms need to be found that make this risk more 
manageable. Such a system might well involve some or all of the following: 

- An hypothecated carbon tax (perhaps based on the 2010 Energy Act’s ‘CCS Levy’+) 
- Encouragement / A mandate for joint venture collaboration in order to share capital at risk 
- A regulated monopoly for transport and storage possibly funded on a regulated asset value basis 
- Capacity payments plus a fuel price-linked “multiplier” for CCS to cover the energy penalty (rather 

than a fixed CfD). This aspect might be achieved through a sufficient carbon price.  
 
Conclusion 5.2 In order to sufficiently reduce commercial risks a new funding model paradigm 

must be developed and deployed 
 
 
6. Open discussion - Delivering cost effective CCS in the 2020s 

The meeting concluded with a final discussion period where participants could bring forward any additional 
items that they felt had not been covered earlier in the day, along with any overarching themes that they 
had identified as the day’s discussions had progressed. 

Comments relayed from other industry stakeholders not able to be present included: 

• Developers are currently watching to see what government do next – it is not clear what their 
direction is+. 

• Power plant project developers are not keen on “CO2 risk” so agree with CCC recent comments on 
need for a 3rd party transport and storage network. This is in effect what both demonstration 
projects ended up with (i.e. separate power plant and CO2 T&S responsibilities+. 

• Power/Industry capture project developers would be happy to pay a tariff to remove CO2
+. 

• CCS infrastructure development needs to be linked to ongoing North Sea decommissioning 
activities+.  
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• Public support might be easier to achieve if the individual sums were not as large as £1bn. 
• Ways to fund transport and storage infrastructure decoupled from generation might include  

o  regulated business (viz networks)+  
o Competition for RAV returns2 (viz offshore transmission lines) + 
o “ROAD”3 multiple-source model, i.e. govt. fund (+/- PPP financing) with forward per-use 

charges/tax disk charge to recover cost+. 
o Incentivize N.Sea decommissioning; oil/Gas producers’ costs of decommissioning (or write 

downs where relinquishing mature acre-age) can be structured to enable operators’ to 
divest (at market cost) the decommissioning responsibility to govt. oil/gas/CCS storage 
authority, who in turn utilize infrastructure (wells, etc.) for storage+. 

o New gas pipeline applications permitting costs can be incentivized with co-locating 
pipe(routes) for CO2

+. 
• A recent report is available from a study by The Crown Estate and Deloitte LLP (with Statoil and 

Societe Generale participation in the steering group) that investigated the risks of offshore CO2 
storage development and identified potential commercial models for public and private investment 
in CO2 transport and offshore storage infrastructure4+.  

Amongst the additional items not covered earlier in the meeting it was felt that it is generally not 
understood how difficult it will be to realise the required supply capacity, especially given future competing 
demands both within and without the energy sector. 

Conclusion 6.1 An investigation is required into the maximum build rate and maximum investment 
rate that is achievable in the period 2020 – 2030. 

With regard to overarching themes, the group consensus was that CCS is proven as being technically 
feasible because it is being demonstrated at an increasing number of locations across the globe.  Therefore 
it is deployment for commercial demonstration and cost-reduction development activities that the UK 
requires. Demonstration of CCS in a form that could subsequently be deployed as a decarbonisation option 
through normal commercial arrangements under specific UK energy market (and geology/geography) 
conditions would significantly mitigate the risks surrounding decarbonisation of the power sector, e.g. 
delay in the roll-out of new nuclear plant, and minimize the cost of decarbonising the whole UK economy. 

Conclusion 6.2 CCS is a proven low carbon option that will reduce the overall risk associated with 
meeting CCC generation carbon targets compared with the alternative options of 
flexible nuclear or large scale electricity storage. 

It was also strongly felt that: 

Conclusion 6.3 The case for CCS as part of the UK’s energy system remains strong but this message 
is not being communicated effectively to key stakeholders (including the general 
public+). 

 

  

                                                           
2 Revenues are set to deliver an allowed return on RAV (regulatory asset value) 
3 http://road2020.nl/en  
4 Storage rights on the UK continental shelf are owned by The Crown Estate. The project has been directed by Dr Ward Goldthorpe and managed by 
Shabana Ahmad, advisers to The Crown Estate and its steering group comprised Lamberto Eldering and Ola Sannes of Statoil, and Allan Baker of 
Societe Generale. Wider stakeholder input from industry and the finance providers was obtained through workshop discussions_ This report, based 
upon the study, has been prepared by Deloitte and co-authored by Shabana Ahmad. http://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/502093/ei-a-need-
unsatisfied-blueprint-for-enabling-investment-in-co2-deloitte.pdf). 

http://road2020.nl/en
http://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/502093/ei-a-need-unsatisfied-blueprint-for-enabling-investment-in-co2-deloitte.pdf
http://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/502093/ei-a-need-unsatisfied-blueprint-for-enabling-investment-in-co2-deloitte.pdf
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And that the following messages need to be brought to the fore: 

- CCS is required or the cost of decarbonizing the UK economy will ramp up to an additional 1-2% 
of GDP annually by 2050 

- CCS brings wider benefits than are immediately apparent, e.g. clean air, jobs, low-cost 
dispatchable electricity 

- The need for anthropogenic CO2 sinks has been confirmed at COP21 (Paris) 

- CCS (including utilisation for EOR) is the only technology that puts quantities of CO2 into 
permanent storage that are significant in climate change terms 

- In order to have the CCS option available in the UK at the time and scale required it is necessary 
to start the deployment process now 

- CCS acts as insurance against new nuclear plant not being delivered by giving a decarbonisation 
option for the gas plants that would replace this nuclear capacity  

- The private sector will invest their limited capital in the best available opportunities. Without 
confidence that they will make a reasonable risk adjusted return on investment, CCS will not be 
included in this list. Government CCS policy is currently perceived to be an un-investable risk.   
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Annex - Presentations from the meeting 

These are provided on the following pages in the order in which there were presented: 

Eric Ling  Next steps on CCS       12-18 

Den Gammer  Energy Technologies Institute analysis of CCS in the UK  19-22 

Jon Gibbins  Overview of future UK CO2 sources, transport and storage  23-35 

Jonathan Pearce Developing storage sites prior to deployment   36-49 
Andy Chadwick 
Michelle Bentham 

Jeremy Carey  CCS2030        50-58 
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Energy system model trajectories for the 
power sector 
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Cost-competitiveness of low-carbon 
options by 2025 

Note: boxes represent range for technology costs; Whiskers represent range for fuel costs
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Importance of CCS: power (mid-merit) 

Costs includes carbon price 
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Importance of CCS: industry 
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Importance of bioenergy with CCS 
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Implications of not having CCS  

Not having CCS likely to require almost full decarbonisation of 
buildings and surface transport and possibly further action 
(e.g. constraints on aviation) 
CCC and ETI estimate not having CCS would double cost of 
meeting 2050 target 
Barriers to CCS mean this needs to be demonstrated in 
advance of major decisions on decarbonisation pathways 
Implies CCS needs to exist as an option by 2030 
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CCS cost reduction mechanisms 

12

Implications for deployment 

Criteria for appropriate deployment rate 
Combination of new plants and retrofit 
Two technologies and/or fuels 
Drive cost of capital reductions 
Phased scale-up in plant size 
Maintain project pipeline (supply chain, financial 
interest) 

Pöyry and Element Energy work suggests 4-7 
GW by 2030 

17
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Power sector scenarios 

14 

CCS and carbon budgets 

Carbon budgets set a limit for the net carbon account 

The accounting rules that define the net carbon account are complex, but a 
simplified definition is non-traded sector emissions plus UK share of the ETS cap 

Action in the traded sector does not affect the net carbon account 

Need for a power sector decarbonisation target 
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Energy System Modelling Environment (ESME)
A national energy system design tool with sufficient detail to understand system 
engineering challenges

• Deployment & utilisation of >150 
technologies

• Pathway and supply chain constraints to 
2050

• Spatial and temporal resolution sufficient 
for system engineering

• Least cost optimisation

• Probabilistic treatment of uncertainties
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ESME –ETI’s system design tool
integrating power, heat, transport and infrastructure 
providing national / regional system designs

ESME example outputs
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Energy System Perspective

Following the closure of the DECC CCS competition we ran our ESME system model
to assess what an alternative decarbonisation pathway might look like, and assess 
outline cost implications.

Three scenarios were run, deterministically only 

• A Baseline case ( ESME 4.1) from the ETI . Prices were recent DECC central ones. 
CCS demos started 2015-20 and commercialisation followed. A DECC case was 
also examined.

• A 10 year delay cases. CCS demos started 2025 -30, followed by GW scale 
commercialisation.

• No CCS. 
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BASELINE 10YR CCS DELAY NO CCS

Power 14GW of CCGT-CCS by 2030
rising to 25GW by 2050. 
Balanced throughout with 
nuclear and renewables.

CCGT-CCS still reaches 
25GW by 2050, but delay 
means 2030 capacity of 
renewables expands to 73GW
(vs 26GW in baseline). 
Nuclear SMRs required to 
cycle daily.

2050 capacity >200GW including 
100GW of wind and solar, 58GW 
of nuclear (inc 21GW flexible 
SMRs cycling daily). System 
design needs further testing

Heat Steady deployment of heat 
pumps and district heat 
gradually replaces gas boilers.
1.3m homes on heat networks
by 2030.

Acceleration of low carbon 
heat, with 2.1m homes on heat 
networks by 2030, and 
biomass boilers introduced as 
transitional measure.

3m homes on heat networks by 
2030, rising to 9.7m by 2040 to 
displace gas use. With no low 
carbon thermal power stations to 
provide waste heat, heavily reliant 
on heat from Nuclear SMRs and
geothermal.

Transport Negative emissions provide 
headroom for continued fossil 
fuel use, meaning efficiency 
improvements in ICE cars are 
sufficient, along with modest 
deployment of plug-in hybrids.

Transport mostly insulated 
from effects of CCS delay, 
although some earlier 
deployment of lower carbon 
vehicles.

Lack of negative emissions 
means 7m Hydrogen FCV cars, 
32m plug-in hybrids by 2050. 
Biomass channelled into biofuel 
production for further 
decarbonisation. 

Industry Use of hydrogen implies 
indirect use of CCS as well as 
direct CCS use in conjunction 
with fossil fuels and biomass.

Lack of CCS in industry 
(including via hydrogen 
production) means emissions 
of 68Mt in 2030 (vs 58Mt in 
baseline).

In order to cut unabated fossil fuel 
use, industry must rely on 
hydrogen produced via 
electrolysis.

Annual 
abatement 
cost
(undiscounted)

~£7bn/yr 2030

~£29bn/yr 2050

DECC adjusted:

~£9bn/yr 2030

~£36bn/yr 2050

~£8bn/yr 2030

~£32bn/yr 2050

DECC adjusted:

~£11bn/yr 2030

~£38bn/yr 2050

~£13bn/yr 2030

~£89bn/yr 2050

DECC adjusted:

~£15bn/yr 2030

~£92bn/yr 2050

Draft ESME 4.1 Results

©2016 Energy Technologies Institute LLP - Subject to notes on page 1

Cost Curve example
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3 ETI Themes 2016 ff

Keeping CCS alive   - Selective challenges, foster champions  

Holding Fast             -   Better messaging on CCS cost, potential, value, flexibility etc
                                 -   Contextualise the delay, UNFCCC, CCC budget

Testing Options         - Alternative projects – can we improve the offer – how soon ?                   

©2016 Energy Technologies Institute LLP - Subject to notes on page 1

For more information 
about the ETI visit 
www.eti.co.uk

For the latest ETI news 
and announcements 
email info@eti.co.uk

The ETI can also be 
followed on Twitter 
@the_ETI

Registered Office 
Energy Technologies Institute
Holywell Building
Holywell Park
Loughborough
LE11 3UZ

For all general enquiries 
telephone the ETI on 
01509 202020.
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The UKCCSRC is supported by the 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council as part of the Research Councils UK 

Energy Programme  

Delivering cost effective CCS in the 2020s - a new start 
 
Overview of future UK CO2 sources, transport and storage  

Jon Gibbins 
Director, UK CCS Research Centre 
Professor of Power Plant Engineering and Carbon Capture 
University of Sheffield 
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk 
jon@ukccsrc.ac.uk 

16 February 2016, 10.00 to 16.00  
Monsal Dale Meeting Room, The Ridge, The 
Ranmoor Village, Shore Lane, Sheffield, S10 3AY  

About the UKCCSRC 
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk  
The UK Carbon Capture and Storage Research Centre (UKCCSRC) leads and 
coordinates a programme of underpinning research on all aspects of carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) in support of basic science and UK government 
efforts on energy and climate change.  

The Centre brings together over 250 of the UK’s world-class CCS academics and 
provides a national focal point for CCS research and development.  

Initial core funding for the UKCCSRC is provided by £10M from the Engineering 
and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) as part of the RCUK Energy 
Programme. This is complemented by £3M in additional funding from the 
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) to help establish new open-
access national pilot-scale facilities (www.pact.ac.uk). Partner institutions have 
contributed £2.5M. 

The UKCCSRC welcomes experienced industry and overseas Associate members 
and links to all CCS stakeholders through its CCS Community Network. 
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/membership/associate-membership 
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/membership/ccs-community-network  
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UK expects to build gas and nuclear power plants 
Based on DECC Updated Energy Projections (UEPs), 18 Nov 2015  

GW 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-energy-and-emissions-projections-2015 , Table H 

Department of Energy
& Climate Change

Reference Scenario 

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Coal (zero)

Power CCS

Oil (zero)

Natural gas

Nuclear

Renewables

Interconnectors

Storage (zero)
(for electricity import/export) 

Building CCS options for 2030 and beyond 
 
Four types of activity and approximate timeline for initial CCS deployment 

Pre-commercial activities 

Public/private cluster 
project development  

Initial cluster components 
constructed 

Start now and continue as underpinning activities 

First cluster ~ 2020-2022 

First cluster ~2022-2025 

First cluster ~2025 onwards Refinancing, operation 
and additional sources 
linked to cluster  2030: ~4GW CCS  

plus scope for industry & biomass  
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ETI UK Storage Appraisal Project (UKSAP)

Simple formula to deliver cost-effective CCS with offshore storage 
Cost-effective CCS  =  Multiple Sources   +   Large-scale Pipeline & Storage 
                                 (>5 units per cluster)                          (>10MtCO2/yr) 

Key points from ETI UK Storage Appraisal study*: 
• All of the nation’s requirements for an aggressive CCS 

programme can be accommodated in the North Sea, to 
2050 and beyond 

• With a national plan including successful aquifer 
appraisal, this programme could be serviced by as little 
as six shoreline hubs feeding less than 20  stores, and 
having a net present infrastructure cost of less than 
£5bn 

• Without a national CCS infrastructure, the cost of 
reaching UK Climate Change targets will double from a 
minimum of around £30bn per year in 2050 

• For successful commercialisation to be efficient, assets 
need to be shared and onshore and offshore networks 
developed to achieve economies of scale 

• Development of the Southern North Sea is important 
as Eastern and South East England will be the 
country’s largest emitters 

• Aquifers offer low cost storage facilities – appraisal 
work on these needs to start soon 

* http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/  

http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/  

Down-selected storage sites and UK electricity system map 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistic
s/electricity-chapter-5-digest-of-united-
kingdom-energy-statistics-dukes  
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http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/  

Down-selected storage sites and UK electricity system map 

Pipeline plans for the Southern North Sea 
http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/  

Now 
later 
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Pipeline plans for the East Irish Sea Pipeline plans for the East Irish Sea 
http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/  

Pipeline plans for the Central North Sea 

Now 
later 

http://www.eti.co.uk/ccs-a-picture-of-co2-storage-in-the-uk/  
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https://www.mhps.com/en/products/thermal_power_plant/gas_turbin/lineup/m501j.html  

http://www.energy.siemens.com/hq/en/fossil-
power-generation/gas-turbines/sgt5-
8000h.htm#content=Overview%20of%20features  

EON SE in 2015 filed to 
temporarily close two 
unprofitable units in 
Bavaria, now kept in 
reserve to ensure the 
country has enough 
supply to meet 
demand. Irsching-4 
was commissioned in 
2011, while Irsching-5 
started a year earlier. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-
23/brand-new-rwe-plant-is-latest-victim-of-merkel-s-
energy-shift  
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https://powergen.gepower.com/content/dam/gepower-pgdp/global/en_US/documents/product/gas%20turbines/Fact%20Sheet/9HA.01-.02-fact-sheet-2016.pdf  

6 August 2008

Climate Camp at 
Kingsnorth Power Station 
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our actions did reach the attendees of the conference - one academic at the conference 
apparently spoke with a protester, and agreed that direct action was pushing matters in 
the right direction (he was a specialist in CCS, but held out little hope for it's 
implementation, given the probable massive costs) Score one massive point to us! 

earth: 
Climate 
Rush Bike 
Rush 
London's 

June 1st 
2009 

http://www.ameliasmagazine.com/earth/climate-rush-bike-rush-1/2009/06/04/ 

October 11,2009
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18th October 2009  Ratcliffe Power Station

http://reclaimthepower.org.uk/news/groundswell-2016-launches-with-double-
action-at-carrington-and-upton/  
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Basic Requirements for Capture Readiness 
(in order of importance) 

• Build new plant with viable transport to a secure 
storage site

• Leave space to install capture units and space for 
critical connections within the plant

• Deploy a CO2 capture ready steam cycle design

• Build plants with higher efficiency (but not a critical 
factor)

E.ON 
Robin Irons 
Doosan-Babcock 
Gnanam Sekkappan 
Imperial 
Mathieu Lucquiaud, 
Hannah Chalmers 
Jon Gibbins 
IEA GHG 
John Davison 

CCS retrofit is easier if the plant is carbon 
capture ready (CCR) 
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Chinese 
Translation  
Li Jia 
Imperial  
Liang Xi 
Cambridge  
Available from: 
www.captureready.com 
 
Funded by DECC 
CAPPCCO project 
Chinese Advanced Power Plant 
Carbon Capture Options  
Imperial and Cambridge, 2007 
to 2011, £250k budget from 
DECC 

Guangdong is becoming the first CCUS -
ready province in China 

http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/what_we_do/uk_supply/energy_mix/ccs/ccs.aspx 
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Example: PC Post-com Capture Ready Checklist
•  Capture retrofit study with outline level plot plan
•  Power Plant Location 
•  Space Requirements – equipment plus laydown and construction access
•  Boiler Flue Gas System modifications 
•  DeNOx Equipment 
•  Particulate Removal 
•  Flue Gas Desulphurisation Unit
•  Steam Turbine Generator and Auxiliaries – steam extraction
•  Water - Steam - Condensate Cycle – thermal integration
•  Cooling Water System - overall power plant cooling duty will increase 
•  Compressed Air System 
•  Raw Water Pre-treatment Plant 
•  Demineralisation Plant 
•  Waste Water Treatment Plant 
•  Electrical Supplies
•  Chemical Dosing Systems and Steam Water Analysis System 
•  Plant Pipe Racks – space for additional pipework
•  Control and Instrumentation 
•  Plant Infrastructure – including access during retrofit

https://www.og.decc.gov.uk/EIP/pages/c02.htm  
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http://images.pennwellnet.com/ogj/images/ogj/9439jsa1.gif  http://images.pennwellnet.com/ogj/images/off/55123501.gif  

http://www.slideshare.net/UKCCSRC/ccs-storage-appraisal-study-sam-gomersall-pale-blue-dot-ukccsrc-strathclyde-biannual-89-september-2015  
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© NERC All rights reserved

Developing storage sites prior to 
deployment

Jonathan Pearce
Andy Chadwick, Michelle Bentham

© NERC All rights reserved

Talk outline

• What are the options for CCS from a storage 
perspective?
• TCE Site portfolio work by BGS

• Where should we focus?
• How do we create confidence in storage?
• Next steps
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A PORTFOLIO OF STORAGE 
SITES

© NERC All rights reserved

Central North Sea

Seismic data courtesy of 
Schlumberger WesternGeco

Young rocks – simpler properties
Faults rare in post-rift sequence
Sleipner / Goldeneye

Storage Central North Sea
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Storage Southern North Sea 

Southern North Sea

Seismic data courtesy of 
Schlumberger WesternGeco

Older rocks – complex properties
Faults common in syn-rift sequence
Endurance?

© NERC All rights reserved

Creating a Portfolio of Storage 
options for TCE

• 74 (mainly geological) criteria with description and 
metrics

• 7 categories of criteria were identified
Capacity (22 criteria)
Containment (24 criteria)
Injectivity (17 criteria)
Cost (11 criteria)
Confidence in the data/results (6 criteria)
Conflicts with other users/resources (17 criteria)
Licensing (9 criteria)
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Results: a ‘flexible’ shortlist
• Basic scores, 35 units with a 

score of 28 or more
• 18 CNS
• 11 NNS
• 3 SNS
• 3 EISB

• Commercial feasibility score, 23 
units with a score of 24.5 or 
more

• 12 CNS
• 6 NNS
• 3 SNS
• 2 EISB

© NERC All rights reserved

Conclusions from ranking
• Capacity is fairly evenly spread between the SNS, 

CNS, NNS and EISB

• Natural ‘clusters’ are forming

• CO2 Stored is a great screening tool
• Quickly reached the limits of what CO2 Stored can 

be used for

• List of higher ranked storage sites from CO2 Stored –
NOT PROVEN STORES
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Scenarios - Regions

1. Northern emission region supplied 
CO2 to CNS and NNS

2. Eastern  emissions region supplies 
CO2 to the Southern North Sea

3. Western emission region supplies 
CO2 to the East Irish Sea Basin

1

23

© NERC All rights reserved

FOCUS: SOUTHERN NORTH 
SEA
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Storage – future focus

Region CO2
emissions
Mt in 2008

% CO2
Stored

per year 
by 2020 Mt

CO2
Stored

from
2020 -
2030 Mt

CO2
Stored

from
2030 to 
2050 Mt

Northern 28 11 1 80 402

Eastern 172 69 1 507 2519
Western 51 20 1 147 730
Total 251 100 3 735 3650
NB// Sources over 100 000t only

Near zero emissions electricity and industry?

© NERC All rights reserved

Southern Central North Sea

[from CO2Stored database]
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Rotliegend gas fields (sub-salt)

[from CO2Stored database]

© NERC All rights reserved

Triassic Bunter Sandstone

[from CO2Stored database]
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Southern North Sea Bunter closures

© NERC All rights reserved

LEASING ISSUES
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Other users

© NERC All rights reserved

Bunter gas fields of the SNS
• Gas fields in the Bunter sandstone have been produced by 

depletion drive
• Pressure is maintained by connected aquifer waters 

encroaching into the gas reservoir 
• Water drive is indicative of hydraulic and pressure 

communication within the aquifer: 
• Degree to which water influxes depends on aquifer size and 

the degree of communication between aquifer and gas 
reservoir.

• With strong connection, post-production reservoir pressures 
will continue to recover. 
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Leasing issues (lateral interference)

saturation footprint

pressure footprint

© NERC All rights reserved

AQUIFER CONNECTIVITY
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Rationale

• Funded by The Crown Estate.
• Results reported to DECC and the OGA.
• Key uncertainty in saline aquifers: sustainable injectivity

• Linked to accessible resource in the local reservoir
• Injectivity testing is costly and increases lead times.
• Testing also pressurises the formation which is counter-

productive for storage

• Aim
• Use natural gas production and subsequent reservoir 

recharge data to understand the dynamic behaviour of the 
Bunter aquifer.

• Use Esmond gas field to place constraints on the possible 
storage performance at the Endurance  structure (5/42).

© NERC All rights reserved

Esmond analogue
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NEXT STEPS

© NERC All rights reserved

Need  to provide guaranteed 
storage
• Primary storage target plus multiple back-up options
• Primary Storage target:

• Bunter Sandstone reservoirs beneath the Southern North Sea
• Static properties

• Porosity and permeability uncertainties due to the variable diagenesis 
(cementation) in the reservoir.

• Seismic attributes
• Well logs

• Dynamic properties
• In situ pressure in depleted fields
• Dynamic well testing (White Rose test well / new test wells)
• Dynamic modelling

• Topseal integrity
• Fault properties
• Effective stress
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Need  to provide guaranteed 
storage
• Primary storage target plus multiple back-up options
• Primary Storage target:

• Bunter Sandstone reservoirs beneath the Southern North Sea
• The White Rose project has drilled a test well into the aquifer and has carried 

out a range of dynamic tests. The extent to which these prove suitability for 
large-scale storage (>100 Mt) is uncertain however. A targeted long-term 
research programme could reduce these either by re-utilising the National 
Grid well or drilling an additional test well.

© NERC All rights reserved

Back-up Storage options
• First backup target:
• Rot Sandstone depleted gas fields in 

Southern North Sea. 
• Beneath the thick Rot Halite salt 
• Not particularly well imaged on 

seismic.
• Small fields

• Strongly pressure compartmentalised 
• Effective storage utilisation will 

require careful characterisation and 
planning.

• Optimal compartment combinations

0km

1km

Bunter Sandstone: aquifer / depleted fields

Rot Sandstone: depleted gas fields
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Back-up Storage options
• Second backup

target: Depleted
hydrocarbon fields in 
Central North Sea 
(CNS)
• Optimal sites.
• Re-usability of 

infrastructure.
• Other users.
• [Longer pipeline required to store in CNS, but this 

might be able to tap into industrial CO2 emissions from 
Teesside].

[from CO2Stored database]

© NERC All rights reserved

Conclusions

• Lots of theoretical capacity and potential storage 
sites

• We know how to characterise sites
• Desk studies on five sites by DECC (ETI) and 

others e.g. BGS, SCCS Multistore etc

• Strategic integrated transport & storage needed to 
guarantee storage availability  
• Multiple stores in (integrated) clusters
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www.42technology.com

Sheffield

Jeremy Carey
16th February 2016

CCS 2030

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01

2

IF 
A) the project is aligned with your strategic priorities

AND
B) the NPV {the sum over the entire project life cycle of
all incomes, revenues and subsidies

minus all costs (capital investments, operating costs, taxes)
discounted to present values by an appropriate discount rate adjusted for

residual risk (technical, political, commercial, project…)/ opportunity cost
inflation expectation and liquidity preference}

Is bigger than all other opportunities
AND

C)  you can raise enough upfront capital

Go for it!
ELSE do something else. 

Project economic decisions should be simple…

The real question is almost 
never “should I fund 

project X” 
But “which projects should 

I fund?”
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Graphing a FID…..

Net 
present 
value
£bn

Time from FID
10 20 30 40

Sunk 
development 

costs

Capital 
Investment

Hurdle

Decommissioning 
Cost

Discounted Revenue less 
operating costs, interest, 

tax…

Breakeven!

Commissioning

Project NPV

C: What’s the ante?

B: How much do I 
expect to win?

A: Does CCS fit my 
strategy?

Treat scale as a relative not an absolute

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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Importance of risk perception on FID

Net 
present 
value

Time from FID
10 20 30 40

Project NPV

Lower Risk 
Premium

Higher Risk 
Premium
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Slide title

Taxonomy and Mapping of Risk

Political SocialEconomic Environ LegalTechnical

Risk

Opportunity

Ability to 
influence

Risk 
Management

Lucky

Very Brave Brave

Subsidy 
Policy

Subsidy 
Policy

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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100

Fraction 
of Year

£/MWhr

SRMC

Load Factor
0

Market Price – Duration Curve

marginal profit to repay 
capital, grid fees, risk, staff, 

SRMC

Plant offline!

Conventional CCGT Economics SRMC = Short Run Marginal Cost
(more or less just fuel for a given plant)

LRMC = Long Run Marginal Cost
(all costs for the marginal plant built / 
not closed)

Cost of Gas and other marginal costs
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100Fraction 
of Year

£/MWhr

SRMC
CCGT+CCS

0

Market Price – Duration Curve

marginal profit to repay 
capital, grid fees, staff, risk

Additional profit an 
unabated plant would 
gain

SRMC
unabated
CCGT

The CCS OPEX Penalty

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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100

Fraction 
of Year

£/MWhr

SRMC

0

Price – Duration Curve 
= “reference price”

LRMC = “strike price”

Market 
Contribution

CfD payment

CfD repayment

CfD Economics

Four fundamental problems:
1. Levy Control Framework – no room to pay for CCS
2. Inefficient market – no incentive to turn on and off with market demand
3. Will have a very high load factor – so we burn lots of gas we don’t need to
4. What happens when gas prices change?

LF set by (e.g.)
maintenance 
schedules NOT 
market signals

unwanted generation 
constrains off cheaper 

alternative 
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A dangerously simple “1 page” economic model…Cases

CFD: “contract for difference” = Fixed price for “clean” electricity generated 

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Descriptor Existing

Unabated
New
Unabated

Grant 
Retrofit

CFD 
Retrofit

FOAK 
new

NOAK 
new

NOAK
new 
flexible

Size 400 400 400 400 1200 1200 1200

New /  Existing Existing New Existing Existing New New New

Operation Flexible Flexible Baseload Baseload Baseload Baseload Flexible

Lifetime 10 25 10 10 25 25 25

Caveats:
• Intended to show relative effects not absolute costs
• Assumptions are not reflective of any particular plant
• It probably has errors…. It definitely oversimplifies
• Don’t take the details too seriously!

Demo ProjectMarket FOAK vs NOAK
Future 
Market

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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Technical / Design Assumptions
• £1bn / GWe CCGT
• £1.25bn / GWe Capture
• £0.5bn T&S
• CCS energy penalty = 19%

Commercial Assumptions
• FOAK WACC = 15%
• NOAK WACC = 8%
• Fuel cost (current low figure) = 35p/therm (sometimes gas is £1/therm!)

• Cost of carbon £30/te
• Baseload = 85% LF
• Flexible = 50% LF

A dangerously simple “1 page” economic model.. 
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First compare the magic “Strike Price”

Focus on 
£/MWhr drives 

you here

Treat scale as a relative not an absolute

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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Whole lifetime project costs

This is why the levy control 
framework is a problem for 

large baseload projects

Best way to learn?

Best long term?Treat scale as a relative not an absolute
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Cost is sensitive to some inputs – e.g. gas price

If you had to agree a fixed 
price for electricity for 30 

years what gas price 
assumption would you use?

£1/therm
vs 

35p

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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www.42technology.com

UK vs RoW

Or

How have others succeeded?
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How do our 3 basic tests check out in the UK?

Test Outcome Reason

A: Aligned with strategic 
priorities Fail

Priorities are:
1. cost
2. renewable targets

B: No better 
opportunities Fail

Lower risk returns in 
networks, wind, nuclear, 
unabated fossil….

C: Raise enough capital Fail

Bets too big for any one 
company in our 
fragmented market
Competition not
collaboration.

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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Who has succeeded? (a few of >20 successes…)
Project Description Location Strategic 

Goal?
Better 
Opportunity

Raise 
Capital

Boundary Dam Coal power station
Amine

Canada Carbon reduction? EOR. 
Near monopoly. 

SaskPower
government 
owned

Quest Oil Sands
Amine

Canada Public acceptance 
of oil sands?

Hypothecated CO2 
tax. 

Government 
support. 
Joint Venture. 

Uthmaniyah NGL EOR Saudi Arabia R&D on EOR  + 
MMV

Government 
support.

In Salah
(ended 2011)

Gas production
Amine

Algeria Sell CO2 rich gas

Cheapish way to 
store CO2 (where 
not possible to 
vent)

Oil major JV to 
share risk

Lula (Rio) Gas production S. America 
(Offshore)

Sell CO2 rich gas Petrobras 
government 
owned

Sliepner Gas production
Amine

Norway (offshore) Sell CO2 rich gas Statoil part state 
owned. 
EU funding. 

Snøhvit LNG
Amine

Norway (offshore) Liquify CO2 rich gas Statoil part state 
owned. 
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• Government

- priorities are a) cost and b) EU renewable targets

- Focussed on baseload metrics (£/te CO2 or £/clean MWhr) 

- Doesn’t want to be part of the market

- Opposed to hypothecated carbon tax

• UK Utility / O&G companies

- priorities are to generate returns shareholders and supply customers

- CCS is too risky and too big for utilities active in UK market
(who only own / operate single digit GW of power in GB)

- “competitions” to discourage / forbid JV collaboration and risk sharing

- CFDs poorly designed for plants with (highly variable!) marginal costs

UK failure – not in anybody’s strategic priorities

2016 © 42 Technology LtdReport 15120-P-01
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• Hypothecate UK carbon floor price for carbon reduction projects

• Encourage (mandate?) initial capture projects to be joint venture collaborations of all fossil 
operators (SPJV?) to share capital at risk

• Regulated monopoly to handle T&S funded through a “regulated asset value” model –
similar to gas and electricity grids (other major inputs /outputs from gas plant)

• Capacity payment (to fund generation and capture plant capital and capital finance) 

• Fuel price linked “multiplier” FiT to fund additional CCS opex?
e.g. “Market price times 1.2” – or possibly a high enough carbon price
NOT a “fixed price” CfD must retain a link to market price to encourage efficient dispatch
No counterparty risk.

What might actually work? All of the below?
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